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The morphological transition in ultrathin palladium �Pd� films around the percolation threshold and
the related transition in hydrogen sensing behavior is investigated. We find that besides the transition
from continuous to discontinuous Pd, an intermediate - semicontinuous-state must be considered. It
shows hydrogen sensing features of both continuous and discontinuous film types, simultaneously.
This study focuses on the discontinuous-semicontinuous transition. Experimental evidence is
supported by studying the evolution of the electrical resistance with temperature, under hydrogen
exposure and after thermal annealing. The results are highly relevant for the optimization of
nanogap based hydrogen sensors. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3491263�

Ultrathin metal films have been of interest in research
for decades.1,2 They usually consist of randomly distributed
isolated or partly connected islands that are separated by
nanoscopic gaps of less than a few nanometers. They are
commonly formed at the early stages of film growth
during physical vapor deposition such as evaporation or
sputtering.3,4 In particular ultrathin palladium �Pd� films
have been recently attracting increased attention as an
application in resistive hydrogen �H2� gas sensing for fuel
cell safety systems.5,6 Here, the volume expansion that oc-
curs in Pd nanoclusters at hydrogenation7,8 is exploited to
reversibly narrow or even close the film-inherent nanogaps.
New percolation pathways are thus formed and lead to a
decrease in electrical resistance �see Fig. 1�a��. This is in
contrast to common H2 sensors using bulk Pd, where the
increased scattering of conducting electrons at absorbed in-
terstitial H-atoms gives rise to an increase in electrical
resistivity.9–11

To optimize such sensors based on ultrathin Pd films, a
precise understanding of the electric transport mechanisms
and hydrogen sensing behavior as a function of the morphol-
ogy is essential. The existence of distinct H2 sensing behav-
ior for continuous and entirely discontinuous Pd structures
has been previously reported using various substrate materi-
als such as HOPG,8 Si,12 SiO2,5 Si3N4 �Ref. 13� or self-
assembled monolayers.6 However, the characteristics of the
interjacent transition regime itself and related changes in
electrical response to hydrogen have not been studied yet.
Our investigations show that this transition is of a gradual
nature and is characterized by a semicontinuous film
regime2,14 that results in characteristic physical properties
and distinct responses at H2 exposure. The semicontinuous
state is characterized by the presence of interconnected is-
lands forming continuous metallic pathways isolated by a
large fraction of nanogaps �see Fig. 1�b��. At H2 exposure, a
superposition of characteristic electronic signals from both

continuous and discontinuous type films was observed that
each or the other gradually gain influence when the continu-
ous or discontinuous limit is approached. The electrical prop-
erties of the films were studied with regard to temperature,
H2 exposure and thermal annealing. It allowed to clearly
distinguish between films having either a discontinuous or
semicontinuous morphology.

Ultrathin Pd films were deposited by electron-beam
evaporation at room temperature and an evaporation rate of
0.1 Å /s on supporting polymer �SU8� layers. SU8 is a
widely used epoxy based negative tone resist with a high
chemical stability. The films were contacted by 400 �m
spaced aluminum microelectrodes. Thereto, stencil
lithography15 was used to preserve the as-deposited proper-
ties of the Pd films. The considered range of nominal thick-
nesses of the Pd film was between 1.4 nm and 2.5 nm, which
was slightly below and above the percolation threshold, re-
spectively. The grain size of the Pd film was estimated to be
below 10 nm. Atomic force microscopy of the SU8 revealed
a surface roughness of about 2 nm, which did not permit to
clearly resolve a change in contrast between a bare and a
Pd-covered surface. Consequently, the film morphology itself
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� H2 sensing principle: the volume expansion of
palladium �Pd� islands creates electrical percolation pathways through the
film. �b� Ultrathin film types: �i� discontinuous, no conduction or conduction
by quantum tunneling, �ii� semicontinuous, mixed tunneling and metallic
conduction, and �iii� continuous, metallic conduction.
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could not be used as a characteristic measure for the initial
film state. Instead, we used the initial electrical resistance R0
or conductance G0 in air as an indirect measure readily ac-
cessible. To obtain a repeatable response, the sensors were
exposed to several cycles of H2 /air prior to H2 measure-
ments. Details on fabrication and characterization methods
are presented in the supplementary information.16

Two sets of films were prepared for H2 measurements:
low resistive films �LR-type, R0�16 k�� with nominal
thicknesses between 1.5 and 2.5 nm, and highly resistive
films �HR-type, R0�52 k�� with nominal thicknesses of
about 1.4–1.5 nm. The large jump in R0 around 1.5 nm film
thickness is associated with the percolation threshold.2 Elec-
trical resistivities for LR-type films were at least 3.5 to 4.8
�10−6 � m, i.e., more than one order of magnitude higher
as compared to a respective 10 nm thick Pd film which was
about 0.28�10−6 � m. This increase in resistivity results
from the presence of gaps in the film that create not only a
larger fraction of metal/air interfaces but also a reduced ef-
fective cross sectional area for electron transport. Current-
voltage �IV� measurements were linear for both types of
films without hysteresis or polarity-dependence for biases up
to several volts which indicates homogenous electrode/film
interfaces.17 However, electric transport across a nanogap
which is described by quantum tunneling, only presents lin-
ear IV behavior for small enough biases V approaching 0 V
that do not alter the height of the energy barrier.18 This dis-
crepancy can be explained by the distribution of the external
bias into small potential drops across the multitude of nan-
ogaps within a discontinuous film.19,20 An individual tunnel
junction will then still be in the low bias regime.

To clearly relate a given R0 to either a semicontinuous or
a discontinuous film type prior to H2 measurements, we stud-
ied the evolution of R0 with the temperature14 and after ther-
mal annealing.1 The temperature coefficient of resistance
�TCR� can give evidence about the electric transport mecha-
nism prevailing within the film.2,14 In a continuous metallic
structure, the increased electron scattering at higher tempera-
tures gives rise to an increase in electrical resistance.14,21

With the presence of nanogaps, thermally activated quantum
tunneling as a transport mechanism comes into play1 which
is characterized by ln�I / I0��−�E / �kBT�, where T is the tem-
perature and �E is the activation energy. When a continuous
metal film passes into the semicontinuous state the TCR de-
creases gradually,14 until a negative TCR is eventually ob-

served where the film becomes discontinuous. Note that elec-
trical transport might occur through the substrate by electron
hopping rather than direct tunneling across the air-gaps if
these are comparably large.19,22 �E then depends on the spe-
cific substrate properties. Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show typical
temperature measurements for both types of Pd films. For the
two LR-type films �LR-1/-2� in Fig. 2�a� the relative change
in resistance with temperature is about d�	R /R0� /dT�9
�10−5 K−1. This is about an order of magnitude lower
than the bulk value of 8.5�10−4 K−1 and indicates
semicontinuity.14 For the two HR-type films �HR-1/-2� in
Fig. 2�b� a negative TCR is found, thus they are discontinu-
ous. �E varies with the temperature range, which is visible
by the change in slope of the graphs in Fig. 2�b�. We inter-
pret this behavior by the domination of different conduction
mechanisms through the polymer layer and the metal film
itself.

Electrical resistance measurements at room temperature
were performed before and after thermal annealing in air at
various temperatures. As a reference, a continuous Pd wire
with a thickness of 50 nm was annealed which did not show
any change in R0 up to 350 °C annealing temperature.
Above, a rapid increase in R0 indicates the formation of PdO.
The normalized resistances as a function of annealing tem-
perature are shown in Fig. 2�c� for LR-type films and �d� for
HR-type films. The LR-type films show a decrease in R0
which can be explained by coalescence models, where ini-
tially separated islands come into closer contact with each
other.1 In HR-type films, which have a lower metal island
density, an increase in R0 is observed. Agglomeration pro-
cesses cause initially connected islands to break apart which
counteracts the coalescence process.1,5 These distinct differ-
ences between both sets of films identify low resistive films
with a semicontinuous �SC� type and highly resistive films
with a discontinuous �DC� type film morphology.

Both semicontinuous and discontinuous Pd films were
exposed to alternating H2 /air cycles with a H2 concentration
of 4%. Representative current/time diagrams are shown in
Figs. 2�e� and 2�f�. The response to H2 of the DC-type film in
graph �f� shows an immediate increase in current and reaches
its equilibrium within a few seconds. The recovery in air
occurs instantaneously and finds its baseline after several
tens of seconds. The SC-type film in �e� shows a superposi-
tion of both decreasing �the under-spike at H2 on� and in-
creasing conductance. It indicates that a superposition of

FIG. 2. �Color online� Characteristics
of ��a�, �c�, and �e�� semicontinuous
and ��b�, �d�, and �f�� discontinuous Pd
films on supporting SU8 layers: ��a�
and �b�� resistance-temperature rela-
tionship for each two films, ��c� and
�d�� electrical resistance after thermal
annealing, ��e� and �f�� typical sensor
response and recovery during alternat-
ing 4% H2 /air cycles �50 s H2 expo-
sure time and 300 s desorption time in
air, V=1 V�.
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electronic �conductance drop� and mechanical effects �con-
ductance increase� takes place. The slow recovery which was
observed for all SC-type films could be due to several ef-
fects: �i� the retarded desorption of H2 which is bound in
deep energy traps in grain boundaries, �ii� a disadvantageous
mechanical relaxation due to interlocking of metal grains,
and �iii� slow grain boundary diffusion.23 For increasing film
thicknesses tPd i.e., increasing G0 in the semicontinuous
state, the electronic effect becomes increasingly visible as
more connected metallic paths are added to the system �see
typical signals in Fig. 3�a��. The evidence of the electronic
effect in the signal vanishes completely for DC-type films
below tPd
1.5 nm. It can be associated with the loss of last
connected paths which brings the system below the percola-
tion threshold. A qualitative model that we recently used to
describe similar superimposed effects in single nanogaps11

also applies for the interpretation of the present observations.
Depending on the time scales of both effects, a variety of
signal shapes can be anticipated. For DC-type films the
change in resistivity of isolated islands still takes place but
its influence becomes invisible once that metallic conduction
disappears.

Figure 3�b� shows the relative change in conductance
	G /GB with respect to the baseline current GB at each cycle
for sensor responses to H2 as a function of G0. It reveals a
clear trend of increasing 	G /GB with increasing film discon-
tinuity. It reflects the increasing influence of the mechanical
effect in the conduction change at H2 exposure and confirms
the previous findings.

We conclude that the transition from discontinuous-type
to continuous-type H2 sensing behavior in ultrathin Pd films
must be extended by an intermediate, semicontinuous state.
It is characterized by the presence of competing contribu-
tions of electronic and Pd expansion effects at H2 exposure.
Our results refine previous findings on this transition which
is of importance for further developments of nanogap based
hydrogen sensors.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Typical electrical signals ob-
tained at H2 exposure for various film thicknesses �b�
Relative change in electrical conductance at 4% H2 /N2

exposure as a function of the initial sensor conductance
G0 in air. The transition between discontinuous and
semicontinuous state occurs between 2 and 3 �S. V
=1 V.
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